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Abstract 

1n this papeζ an Optimized Ambisonic Panning Algorithm (OAPA) which reduces sound localization error， is 

proposed. 1n the conventional Ambisonic Panning Algorithm (AP A)， sound localization is usual1y different from the 

panning angle， especial1y when listeners are not in an ideal listening position， because of low signal separation among 

other channels. To overcome this problem， an OAPA using window functions is proposed. A proper window function 

can be verified， comprising of higher harmonic components than 2M+ 1 and improved DPC and channel separation. 

Analysis results demonstrate that the proposed mεthod results in higher signal separation among other channels and 

lower sound localization errors than the conventional AP A. 
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1. Introduction 

In audio systems， the use of a parametric potentiometer (pan

pot) is essential for sound recording and reproduction. Recently， a 

study on panning laws for multi channel sound recording and 

reproduction has made active progress because home theater 

systems using DVD is provided in homes for receiving HDTV 

signals[l ]‘ 

Nowadays， the most frequently used multi channel panning 

algorithm is the multi channel extended pair wise constant 

power panning algorithm， which is widely used in stereo panning 

law and has easy implementation and acceptable sound quality. 

As a consequence， in a pair wise constant power panning 

algorithm， two effects occur， that is， a detent effect (the perceived 

sound image is not coincident with the intended panning angle 

and has a tendency to be pulled closer to the nearest loudspeaker) 

and an elevation effect (the perceived location of the phantom 

sound image is elevated above the horizontal plane due to the 

difference of HRTFs between real and phantom sound images) 
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[2-3]. The APA is a virtual sound localization method， where the 

wave fed from a real sound source coincides with the sum of an 

incoming wave fed from the loudspeakers to a listener located an 

equal distance from all loudspeakers. This method is a kind of 

global panning algorithm， where all loudspeakers feed signals 
wherever the position of the virtual sound source， is widely 

applied to the multi channel panning algorithm and three 

dimensional sound reproduction systems[4]. For non-sweet spot 

listeners (listener is not at an equal distance from all 

loudspeakers)， the APA， however， has a serious problem where a 

phantom sound image is inclined to the nearest loudspeaker due 

to the Hass effect[5]. In order to solve this problem， a new 

panning algorithm is devised， combining the APA reducing sound 

localization error， with the local panning algorithm that extends 

the sweet spot and introduces a Directional Psychoacoustic 

Criteria (DPC)， which is devised by M. A. Gerzon， to assess the 

panning algorithm 。이ectively[6]. Using DPC， the conventional 

APA and proposed OAPA were analyzed， combining the merit of 

global panning that has better DPC and local panning that has a 

better signal separation among other channels to obtain a stable 

phantom sound image for a non-sweet spot listener. 



According to thc feed[7]. also used a similar and Lipshitz 11. Analysis of conventional ambisonic panning: 

algotithm Gerzon， the feed for a second order N-Ioudspeaker APA is: 

2 2.1. Directional Psychoacoustic Criteria 
Directional Psychoacoustic Criteria (DPC) describes 

localization in terms of a hierarchy of some relatively primitive 

theories， as one approximates a complex function into the sum of 

simple polynomials in applied mathematics. The purpose of these 

criteria is to describe the physical requirements using primitive 

theories， for accurate localization[6]. The most important 

primitive theories comprising the lowest components in the 

hierarchy are the velocity vector direction (8v)， energy vector 

direction ( 8E)， velocity vector magnitude ( ι) and energy vector 

magnitude (rE). In the case of n-Ioudspeaker arrangement， 8.， 8E ， 

rv and rE are expressed as follows: 

sound 
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θ = tan-， f I，:=，g，sin8， 1 

l I，�=， g， cos8， J 
8r = tan-' r I，:=， g빼�l 

l I，:=，g，'cos8， J (2) 

(3) 

(4) 

ι=I，g， 
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Fig. 2. rv (dashed line) and rE (solid line): Gerzon’ s 2nd order. 
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Here， g， and 8， are the gain and the angular location of 

loudspeaker， respectively. ()v is the apparent direction of the 

sound source in a low frequency range (below 700 Hz) according 

to the inter-aural ph짧 localization theory[ 4]. κ determines the 

apparent direction of the sound source in the frequency range 

from 700 Hz to 3. 5 kHz. ()E is considered as more useful 

criterion than ()vfor the estimation of the angular position of the 

phantom sound source， in both cases of central listening and 

offsignificant frequency region for human perception. The 

equality between 9v and ()E should be retained for all panning 

angles， because ()v is equal to ()E for real sound sources. 'i， is a 

quality index of the virtual images at low frequencies and must 

equal 1 for optimum quality. rE is a quality criterion of the 

virtual images at high 잠equencies and must be as close to 1 as 

possible for optimum quality. 

50 o o 5 method 
Gerzon defined the feed for a second order AP A， Vanderkooy 

2_2_ Gerzon’ 

8 Fig. 3. "v (dashed line) and "E (s이id line): Gerzon’ s 2nd order. 
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R 쉰V + 2X costþn + 2y sirψ2lJcos때 +2'뼈껴，) 

where the W is oth order， X and Y is 15t order， U and 

V is 2nd order Ambisonic signal and P，. is the output 

signal of the nth loudspeaker. 

Fig. 1 shows the loudspeaker gains of a regular pentagon 

aπay according to the Eq. (1). Contrary to Gerzon’s 1st order 

AP A， which reproduces sound source by all loudspeakers， in 

order to localize in loudspeaker direction， the sound is being 

reproduced only by a single loudspeaker. Therefore， Gerzon’s 

2nd order panning algorithm performs considerably better in 

terms of channel separation and stability of the phantom sound 

image for a non-sweet spot listener， especially in the 

loudspeaker direction. 

Fig. 2 shows the 1i， and κ according to the Gerzon’s 2nd order 

AP A. This has better performance in terms of sound localization， 

because of a larger and smoother value of 간 for all direction， 

when compared to Gerzon’s 1st order. However， this method stiU 

has problems relating to the phantom sound image， which has 

minima of 간 in the center of both loudspeakers and maxima in 

the loudspeaker direction. 

Fig. 3 shows the e， and 야according to the Gerzon’s 2nd order 

APA. This shows that ev is equal to panning angle but eE， 

representing a more important sound localization factor for 

human perception， as opposed to ey， which has a large detent 

effect. 

2_3_ Daniel’ 5 method 
Daniel indicated the problems of Gerzon’s APA and 

subsequently proposed an APA using DPC[8]. According to 

psychoacoustic phenomenon that a phantom sound direction 

depends on its frequency components， Daniel uses correcting 

gains g m in order to retain the property that ev is equal to 

panning angle for low frequency region (<700Hz) and that 야 IS 

equal to the panning angle for high frequency regions (>700Hz). 

Equation (6) shows Daniel’s Ambisonic panning algorithm 

usíng correctmg gams. 
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(5) 
where Ma is the decoding matrix and κ is the output signal of 

the nth loudspeaker. 

Fig. 4 shows the loudspeaker gains of a regular pentagon array 
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using Daniel’s 2nd order AP A， meeting the requirements to 

maximize rE for high frequencies， and ι = 1 for low frequencies. 

However， when compared to Gerzon’s 2nd order AP A， it has a 

low channel separation at loudspeaker directions and a high 

channel separation at other directions. 

Fig. 5 shows the ι and r E according to the Daniel’s 2nd 

order panning algorithm. This method has better performance of 

the sound localization， because of a larger and smoother value of 

rE for all direction than Gerzon’s 2nd order. 

Fig. 6 shows the 9v and 9Eaccording to Daniel’s 2nd order 

APA. It shows that 8v is equal to panning angle and 9E has 

smaller detent effect than Gerzon’s 2nd order. Thus， sound 

localization error can be considerably reduced. To optimize DPC， 

Daniel’s algorithm uses correcting gains to reduce the detent 

effect and maximize 간 to improve the quality of the phantom 

sound image. 

For a non-sweet spot listener who isn’t located in the central 

position of all loudspeakers， however， the phantom sound image 

with Daniel’s APA has a tendency to be pulled c\oser to the 

nearest loudspeaker， not exactly matched with the intended 

panning angle， because every loudspeaker reproduces same sound 

wherever the position of the virtual sound source is located. 

To elimínate thís localization error， a local panning algorithm 

is required: for each position of the panning angle， 2 or 3 nearby 

loudspeakers are selected， these loudspeakers are fed with the 

sound source signal scaled by the panning algorithm and the 

gains of all the other loudspeakers are set to zero. This panning 

algorithm also must satisfy the DPC in order to minimize the 

sound localization error. 

111. Optimized Ambisonic Panning Algorithm 

To reduce the sound localization error and sound quality 

degradation of the conventional APA， an OAP A is derived using 

DPC. The requirements of the DPC in the design of an OAPA 

are as follows: 

- The total power should be independent of the panning angle. 

- The difference between 8v， 8E and the panning angle should 

be minimized. 

- rv， rE should approximate to 1 and deviations according to 

the panning angle must be minimized. 

To satisfy the requirements， the feed for an n-th loudspcaker 

(F;.) can be expressed as follows: 

건 =랜+2{f(써(혹갱@뼈$뼈+갱뼈(mp)sin빼) (7) 

f， is a window function. Equation (7) is 

mathematically identical to the frequency response of an FIR 

thε where 

filter designed by Fourier approximation and the stop band 

suppression， which corresponds here with the crosstalk to 

an a이acent loudspeakers， and can be improved by applying 

appropriate window function f" at the expense of an increased 

band pass width[9]. In the convention APA， 

loudspeakers required to reproduce the 

the number of 

two-dimensional 

Ambisonic panning signal is limited to 2M+1， where M is the 

order of the system， since prior research argues that higher order 

components higher than 2M+ 1 cause aliasíng， increasíng sound 

localization error[l 0]. 

In this paper， however， a proper window function can be 
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Fig. 7. Analysis of an Ambisonic panning algorithm using window 

function 
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verified， comprisíng of higher harrnonic components than 2M+ 1 

and ímproved DPC and channel separation. A window functíon is . 

chosen usíng the least square Qperation， showíng the iteratíve 

cycle for finding an appropriate window function of the gains of 

the mth order Ambisonic components. 

Fig. 7 shows an analysis of APA using different window 

functions， and the gains of window functions versus Ambisonic 

orders are drawn. Using window functions， existing APAs can be 

analyzed thoroughly. Gerzon and Poletti’s method uses a brick 

wall window function， which hàs large side-lobe causing poor 

channel separation and large sound localization error. Daniel’s 

method uses a simple window function， which has some small 

2nd order Ambisonic component gain， and has superior DPC over 

Gerzon and Poletti’s method. Since prior research limits the 

number of loudspeakers (N=2M+l )， all methods use only Oth， 1 st 

and 2nd Ambisonic components in a pentagon loudspeaker array 

This cannot improve DPC and cannot reduce channel separation 

쫓 
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simultaneously. To resolve this problem， OAPA applies a 

window function， which uses higher Ambisonic components than 

2nd order， chosen the gains of Ambisonic components using a 

least square operation. 

Fig. 8 shows the loudspeaker gains of a regular pentagon array 

accordíng to OAPA. Contrary to the conventional APA， every 

loudspeaker reproduces same sound wherever the position of the 

virtual sound source is， the sound is beíng reproduced by only 3 
nearby loudspeakers and the gains of all the other loudspeakers 

are set to zero (e.g.， triple-wise panning algorithm). 

Hence， OAPA perforrns considerably better in terrns of channel 

separation and stabílity of the phantom sound ímage for 

non-sweet spot listener. For a non-sweet spot listener， this 

triple-wise panning can sígnificantly reduce sound localization 

error with which the phantom sound ímage has a tendency to be 

pulled closer to the nearest loudspeaker and is not exactly 

matched wíth the intended panning angle in the conventional 

APA. 

Fig. 9 shows the ry and 간 according to OAPA. OAPA has 

superior perforrnance with regard to sound localization， because it 

has a larger and smoother value of rE for all directions， in 

contrast to Gerzon’s 2nd order method and Daniel’s method. 

Fig. 10 shows the 8� and 8Eaccording to OAPA. This means 

that 8y is equal to the panning angle and 8 E has a smal1er detent 

effect than Gerzon’s 2nd order， almost the same as Daniel’s 2nd 

order. The OAP A using a window function is a more appropriate 

APA than the conventional AP A， because of the properties of 

triple-wise panning and DPC. 

IV. Conclusion 

Using both DPC analysis and signal separation among other 

channels， the conventional APA is confirrned as an inappropriate 

panning algorithm for surround sound systems. The sound 

localization is usually different from the panning angle， especially 

when listeners are not in an ideal listening position， because of 

low signal separation among other channels. To overcome this 

problem， the OAPA， using window functions， is proposed. An 

analysis shows that the proposed method results in higher signal 

separation among other channels and lower sound localization 

errors than the conventional AP A. The OAP A can be used for 

various kinds of audio systems， for example， mixing consoles， 

sound reproduction systems and soundfield processors. 
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